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Abstract
If users forsake search engines, what would be the impact on digital marketing strategies?
For 20 years, search engines have been at the very heart of internet, both for users and
companies, particularly Google which is the front door of almost every session. But new
technologies (mobile, tablets), as new uses (social media, digital assistants, bots) redesigned
totally our way of using internet. 78% of global consumers have smartphones (Deloitte,
2015), and 1.13 billion users are on Facebook daily (Facebook, 2016). These new habits have
changed slightly and profoundly our daily interactions with our devices. And so has customer
behavior.
If I can now enquire anything from my digital assistant, or if I can do everything on Facebook,
why would I ever use another platform?
I have studied this subject in depth, through literature review, analysis, quantitative survey
and direct interview, and I now wish to propose an objective point of view and make
recommendations. I have chosen to use at each stage, practical examples in the hospitality
market as key thread.
Now that everything is real-time and mostly on-demand, the new battlefield for marketers
will be to continue to reach their customers in these new environments: first by being
present on these new platforms and adapting their interactions. Then by targeting their
customers much earlier than today in their journey, to settle their preference gradually, then
their buying decisions.
Of course, this will have a major impact for marketers: new features to learn, new channels
of interactions, and new jobs that will surely need to be created. However, if Google’s
influence decreases and that it stops being a linchpin, we must adapt our methods and tools
to this paradigm shift. It can be a great opportunity to focus on content and added-value.
This study can be useful as a step back to determine the long term vision of traffic
acquisition, and it also can help marketers right now in building or adapting their operational
plan to conform to these new uses.
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1. Project backdrop
“Mobiles are ruling our lives, right?”
I asked myself this question earlier this year, as I was watching a group of people around me
glued to their mobiles. And I am part of this trend. As someone passionate about
technology, I realize that I rely increasingly on mobile gadgets, notably my smartphone, and
especially on its “clever” functions, which include proactive agenda, voice search, clever
reminders, tips on new places, “how-to” videos, etc. These new features are really great,
and I like them. However, as I was watching this same group of people, I wondered what the
real deep impact was about the mobile. Does everybody use their mobile in the same way
now? Does this change our way of being? Apparently, yes.
So I began by trying to identify what has changed for me. And the impact I found was
substantial: I am not using the same software, not in the same way I used to, with a different
periodicity of use, a different level of requirement, etc.
My perspective as a marketer got me thinking about the implications for companies. For
instance, do these new uses have an impact on the way we promote products? Do I have to
change anything on my marketing plan about it?
As digital marketing strategies are often focused -at some point- on our ability to be visible
on search engines, I chose to take that point of view: will these new habits change our way
of using search engines? Will this kill search engines?
Beyond this personal case, I had to organize my research to achieve an objective opinion
about it:
-

-

What is the real role of search engines in today’s digital strategies?
Is it possible to define the recent revolutions that made us change our way of using technology: Which
devices are we talking about? What are these habits? My first statement was about mobile, but is that
all that has changed?
Software on mobile has changed a lot. What type of software needs this much attention, and such
great loyalty from us?
On the business side, will these new trends impact our visibility in search engines? Can we catch our
customers outside Google?
If habits have changed, customer journey has surely evolved too. What is the impact on buying
behavior? How can marketing adapt to these new evolutions?

This study seems important and necessary, because even if mobiles are profoundly and
sharply changing our habits, we do not take time to step back and consider what the real
evolution means. Marketing often reacts and brings answers, but mostly regarding one type
of software, e.g. Facebook, or one changing habit, e.g. Le bon coin. But what is the target
goal for marketers today? Are we in the middle of a paradigm shift?
In this study I chose to exclude games, and especially mobile games, because this would
have required a thorough study to this one area.
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2. Methodology
To begin this thesis, we will describe in this chapter the action research methodology that is
used to fulfill these research objectives. The specificities of this digital trendy subject leads
us to collect information from heterogeneous sources; ranging from formal information secondary sources, especially theories on marketing and customers’ behaviors- and informal
information -primary sources, focused on digital new features and prospective- where only
minimal literature exists.
We will also explain how we collected our data, and how we structured the report.

2.1.

Research strategy

While I investigated for the thesis, research methods helped to determine, interpret and
formulate facts. As different methodologies exist, I chose to rely on the process written by
Mark Saunders et al. (2009), to organize my research.
The main steps in the strategy were the following:
-

Determine what question to study
Find all the existing relevant data on the subject
Find out what complementary data could be collected, and establish how to collect it
Analyze the results

I followed these steps to organize my work, and they also made the master plan of my
thesis.

2.2.

Formulating and clarifying the research topic

To find the precise topic of this thesis, I followed several steps and I used different tools:
The first one is personal preferences: as a digital marketer and geek, I am using more
and more digital assistance tools in my daily life. This has been my starting point.
Gradually, as I acquired new knowledge this year, I started discussing it on my
personal blog, and following a lecture by A. Jubien, an interesting question arose: What will
be the future of apps? I started to discuss it with colleagues and readers, and I gathered
information.
Scanning the media: After reading some articles on this subject, I began to create a
mind map around this idea, because I realized that the evolution of mobile uses was an
interesting topic. Mind mapping helped me to develop the theme, to categorize each subtopic, and to find the most interesting point of view on this subject.
After researching and organizing my ideas, I have defined the topic of this thesis in
collaboration with my tutor: the impact of new mobile habits on marketing strategies. Then
my tutor led me to adopt a unique perspective on this trend: the possible end of web search.
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2.3.

Literature review methodology

Notwithstanding the fact that I had first level of knowledge about the subject due to my
profession, once the topic had been validated, I began by reviewing the relevant literature
available.
As Saunders recommends in his methodology, I started by defining the parameters of my
research:
-

Finding the right keywords: mobile evolution, digital assistance, leisure marketing, consumer habits,
buying behaviors, web search, etc.
Geographical areas of the research: worldwide and France.
Period of information: very recent books when it came to gathering up-to-date digital data, and recent
and older books when it came to marketing and theories.

These parameters helped me to remain accurate in my researches, especially online. Due to
the specificities of the subject, I had to use several literature sources:
-

Secondary sources for marketing principles and theories: Books via Amazon, Google books and Google
scholar, Manageris, Springer, Sage publications, and newspapers.
Primary sources of digital advanced information: company reports and websites, conference
proceedings, professional websites, e.g. Cnet, Numerama, Appleinsider, Abondance, as well as school
publications such as gsb.standford.edu.

A full bibliography at the end of the document lists each item.
The purpose was to learn more about the topic and also to begin to acquire a critical
perspective about it.

2.4.

Designing the research

As the chosen topic can contain many sub-topics, I continued to design my research and in
particular by considering the constraints I identified:
-

Time: the duration of the thesis is short, being only a few months long.
Data: Although it is easy to find content around consumer behavior and marketing practices, it is
difficult to find academic sources around digital innovation and future prospects.

As a consequence, I chose these 3 heterogeneous and complementary methods to gather
data:
2.4.1. Benchmark
In order to know how new digital devices and features are working, and to establish their
roadmaps, I led a benchmark on digital assistants and bots available on the market.
The main companies, which comprise Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon, as called the
“GAFA”, are easy to find, and they have a lot of information available on their official
communication (mostly websites). I also added some vertical tools (tools dedicated to
certain markets), and independent tools, to gather different views.
This benchmark helped me to define guidelines about these tools, and their impact on the
market. It also allowed me to make an accurate quantitative search after that about the way
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consumers see these products. The aim was to confirm the potential interest of these tools
for the customers.
Benchmark protocol:
9 products studied.
Type of data collected: features, background, philosophy, technical aspects,
roadmap, and number of users.
Sources: company websites, professional blogs and statistics websites.
2.4.2. Quantitative research
Once I defined and explained the things that new devices and digital assistants could change
on customer behavior, I had to learn about the reaction of the users. For instance, are they
really using them already? Are they happy with these features? What is the real impact?
To collect this data, I organized a survey. This exploratory approach helped me to make
better recommendations in the last part of the thesis.
Given the purpose and the constraints, I decided to make an online survey, mainly in order
to get a high number of answers.
Survey protocol:
Online survey, available during 3 weeks (starting Sept 26th 2016)
Based on Google forms (I sent a simple link)
Form available in French and in English
11 questions, mostly closed.
The form was submitted to friends and colleagues (colleagues in digital), and to
classmates (digital master) in the first round. Then, during the second round, in order to
increase the number of returns, I published the form on digital channels like Twitter
(#digital), LinkedIn, and Facebook. The goal was to use my network to bring enough answers.
Population and survey sample size: To be reliable and representative, I first
determined the population size (Total population in 2016 in France between 20 and 40 years
of age: 16.7 million. Source: insee.fr). I then got the representative sample size (with a
confidence level of 95% and a margin of error of 5%) which would be 384 persons
(Checkmarket, 2016). As this required sample size is still very large for a simple online
survey, I put as an objective to obtain more than 100 answers at the end of the 3 weeks, to
reach a first relevant trend in the answers.
The survey is available here (French version, with a link to the English version):
https://goo.gl/forms/RIdEOssTytRhGgPh2
A print screen is available at the end of this document (Appendix 1).
2.4.3. Qualitative research
In the last part of the thesis, I had to make recommendations based on all the information I
had gathered, complemented by my experience.
In order to check the accuracy of these recommendations, I scheduled a qualitative research,
with a face-to-face interview with a digital project manager.
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It helped me on one hand to confirm each recommendation and piece of information
gathered, and on the other hand, to bring to the thesis an open discussion with new ideas on
the subject.
Interview protocol:
Face-to-face interview
Interviewee: Cyril M., digital project manager, from Groupe Pichet.
Date: October 25th 2016, 7PM
Duration: 1 hour
Place: 20 – 24 avenue de canteranne, 33600 Pessac (Groupe Pichet Headquarter)
The interview has been audio recorded with Audacity, and a MP3 file is available.

2.5.

Collecting and analyzing data

Quantitative data from the survey has been consolidated to estimate the satisfaction and
the degree of use of these digital tools.
I especially tried to show the most striking results and those unexpected, and then I used
cross-tabulation to find important information.
At last, I gathered all the data from my literature search, benchmarking and quantitative
search, in order to make recommendations in the last part of the document.

3. Best practices of existing marketing strategies
3.1.

Definitions: marketing field & leisure market specificities

In order to fully understand how the marketing field is actually working, we first have to
define the term in its traditional approach, and also on its digital side. We will also examine
the specificities of the leisure market, so that we can later understand its changing habits.
Marketing field
The marketing field is a large subject, and a lot of different definitions are available. I chose
to define the term by quoting Theodore Levitt (1986):
A truly marketing minded firm tries to create value satisfying goods and services that
consumers will want to buy.
I find that this definition is important, because beyond the organizational aspects, it shows
the importance of customer needs. Marketing is about creating value, in order to reach the
needs of the customers.
E-marketing
Internet marketing has a simpler definition, as it is:
“Achieving marketing objectives through applying digital technologies” (Chaffey et al., 2006)
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While this does not give us much information about the various possibilities, it confirms that
the main topic is about applying marketing theories to the digital world, and especially
digital tools.
Spare-time and marketing
Spare-time, as defined in the subject, is a field where marketing is already present. Leisure is
at the cutting-edge of development in modern society, and it is a field where marketing has
important issues.
Even if a definition of this “spare-time” moment will be useful, the concept is wide, and it
depends on our type of environment.
“A whole series of experiences that people can undertake in their free time” (Horner et al.,
2005, p22)
This marketing definition brings us the word “experiences”, which is important and makes us
imagine a variety of marketing applications.
The main objective in looking to define it is also to list all the different types of experiences
that are hidden behind this word.
A complete framework has been created by Torkildsen (2001) to list all the different
“experiences” that can be found in this term. By studying the different definitions of leisure,
he listed 5 approaches to this concept:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leisure as time: when someone is not working or the residual time after all activities.
Leisure as activity: an opportunity to engage in an activity which is not required.
Leisure as state of being: where people are “free from thoughts of basic necessity” (Nakhhoda,
1961).
Leisure as an “holistic concept” (Torkildsen, 2001): when it is about relaxation or personal
development.
Leisure as a way of life: when it is about ideas of freedom.

For our topic, we will focus on the two first approaches, which are the most interesting for
marketing purposes: when leisure is synonymous with time and optional activities. We can
think about reading, recreation, being a spectator, spending time at home, shopping,
traveling, accommodation, out-of-home food, etc. We will especially and regularly take
examples in the hospitality market, which is a good pattern of leisure.

3.2.

The importance of digital marketing today on catching
customers: key figures

Digital marketing main principles
For almost 20 years, companies have been applying technologies based on the World Wide
Web to transform their businesses: sending instant promotional offers to customers thanks
to emails; making products available for online shopping; extending their businesses
worldwide, etc. These evolutions have dramatically changed the rules and perspectives of
business and marketing.
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Classic marketing field -and especially strategic marketing & marketing mix methods- is still
suitable for most businesses. But digital development has brought, in addition, three new
major principles:
-

Speed: Internet loves speed, and most internet-related figures are high growth curves. The number of
internet users worldwide is more than 3.419 billion as at 2016 (wearesocial, 2016), and it is still
growing at about 10% per year (+332 million from 2015 to 2016). Social networks -that were created
about 10 years ago- are now becoming the first use of the web (2.307 billion of active social media
users in 2016), and mobile phones have become, in some countries, the first means to access the web.
Everything goes fast.

-

Universality: Although disparities exist, internet is a worldwide phenomenon, and already close to one
out of two people in the world is using it.

Percentage of individuals using the internet in 2016

Source: itu.int
Universality also means that all sectors are concerned by this new trend, which is not a simple B2C
phenomenon. Internet is a major shift for B2B businesses, non-governmental organizations, public
companies, etc.
Finally, in each of these structures, all the branches are involved: human resources, distribution,
finance, etc.
-

Data: Digital marketing brings data everywhere, because everything is now measurable. We can have
key performance indicators for marketing campaigns, track and analyze customer behavior, match
multiple data together, and so on. It is a huge shift in making decisions, as we are able to gather
indicators and learn the result of each action. Accordingly, it is possible to extend each action deeper
and to continually test new methods.

These principles made marketing field evolve in 2 ways:
-

The ability to create new disruptive tools: Internet has created a lot of new tools like emailing or
instant messaging which deeply modify the possibilities of communication with the customers.
The introduction of new methods: an evolution of uses allowed the creation of new means of making
marketing, like e-word-of-mouth for example.
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The e-commerce shift
Even if e-commerce is much more than just “buying and selling using the internet” (Chaffey,
2009), the main impact of e-commerce on catching customers is online sales. Of course, not
every product is suitable for online sales, so a firm can vary the way it is using e-commerce.
E-commerce has caused a major shift on customer behavior, as it has given the possibility of
retrieving generic information on brands, choose and compare products, and buy them
online. It has abolished two limits of traditional business: time and space.
An online customer can buy items from anywhere in the world, directly from his sofa. Ecommerce had also created new opportunities of consumption, as it has made the
worldwide market available to the average customer.
Another major shift is that the customer can have access to these online shops 24/7, and so
he can easily become addicted to shopping as he is no longer dependent on store opening
hours.
These two factors have deeply changed customer behavior, as it created new habits. A
random customer can now choose between thousands of websites from where to buy a
single product, and he would not have to depend either on the policy of opening hours or
the location of the stores. Although all of these choices call for more rigorous discernment, it
has increased consumer power and made the consumer freer in his choice.
New habits for customers also mean new marketing moves. The “worldwide market” factor
forced shops to address the worlds’ population, or at least a bigger target than the local
market as it was before. Most firms had to reconfirm their strategic positioning – at the scale
of the country and across the web- on each point of the marketing mix: right price (including
production cost differences between areas), right product (more competitors offer the same
product lines), right distribution (to reach a larger audience, websites have now localized
versions, plus related logistical issues), and then the right promotion.
Traffic acquisition
In e-commerce, just like in classic digital strategies, main actions will lead to acquire traffic to
the brand’s website. This part of digital marketing is known as traffic acquisition and despite
the heterogeneity of sectors; the main sources are always the same: search engines,
emailing, affiliation, display ads, brand image, social media and direct access.
Complexity of multichannel
A lot of different channels are now used on a daily basis by marketers. Every customer is
confronted, throughout his journey, to different kinds of messages, which must be
consistent. The typical customer who was once either digital, either non-digital seems to
disappear. Each customer can have digital steps in his journey, as well as non-digital steps.
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Example of multichannel journey for a customer
selecting an estate agent to sell his property

Source: Chaffey, 2009

Multi-channel journeys really show that digital marketing is not a simple evolution of the
marketing field. Digital marketing has to be added to classic marketing in most cases, in
order to attract customer attention. And the main goal of marketing will be to offer a global
answer to customer needs.

3.3.

The specific role of search engines

3.3.1. History and working principles
As the worldwide web got bigger, search engines quickly emerged. Even if the first public
search engine was certainly ‘Archie’ in 1990 (wordstream, 2014), the first popular search
engine was ‘Altavista’ (1994), followed by ‘Yahoo’ (1994), and two years later, ‘Google’
(1996).
First, search engines were created to easily access websites, so one can avoid typing the
entire url. It made the World Wide Web easier to navigate among few hundred websites
available.
Gradually, as the number of websites increased, search engines became smarter, and they
indexed thousands, and then millions of websites.
Even though every search engine initially had its own method of gathering information
(Yahoo and its “directory” for example), the most fundamental method is to crawl internet
thanks to bots, then to sort indexed pages according to hundreds of criteria such as domain
name, content, popularity, language, etc.
Actually 60 trillions of pages are available (Google, 2015), and it is constantly growing.
3.3.2. Main actors
Over the years, Google has quickly become the most used search engine, mainly owing the
quality of its results.
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Without ignoring the fact that search engine’s market is complex and with a lot of
challengers, our study here will mainly focus on Google, as the search engine has a dominant
market position (71% of total market share worldwide (netmarketshare, 2016)), and has
become the mainstream front door of internet.
However, this is not the only search engine and many other alternatives exist. We can
mention for example:






Bing, available worldwide, by Microsoft (10% of total market share worldwide)
Baidu, especially in China (8%)
Yahoo, available worldwide (7%)
Yandex, especially in Russia
DuckDuckGo, as new model of friendly privacy search engine

3.3.3. Search engines strategic goals
For search engine companies, the strategic goal is basically to get more and more users. To
do so, a common practice is to aim at becoming the start page of internet sessions for most
people. If a search engine is available on your browser when you start it, this is the one that
will get used by a majority of consumers on that device. Microsoft for example, can rely on
its browser (Internet explorer, then Edge) to bring Bing to a lot of Windows users. Hotmail
has also been a good way to bring customers using Bing services.
To add more users, Google had, inter alia, a partnership with Firefox until 2014, to be the
default search engine. This partnership allowed the two brands to grow, in development for
Firefox, and in profitability for Google. Of course for the main brands today, possessing its
own device or operating system is a really good way to boost its own search engine.
For other small search engines, the only possibility is to be different by the relevancy of their
results. This is particularly the case with Qwant in France, and other region specific search
engines such as Baidu or Yandex.
Having become more than a simple help to access a website without typing the url, search
engines are now a start page for every kind of search:
-

Classic research: to find useful information on a specific subject, or to answer a question
Shopping: search engines are a good way to discover where products are available online, and shop
for renewal or to fulfill new needs.
Entertainment: as internet is a vast, addictive universe, search engines are often used as whole media
to find videos, games, movie trailers, or networking sites.

We see from these few examples that search engines have moved far from their original
purpose. They can still help us to access a website we already know, but most of the time
search engines help us to find new information. Sometimes a search engine even serves as a
digital oracle to whom we can direct any question we have in mind. From a marketing
perspective, these ways of using search engines are very interesting.
3.3.4. Search engine from the marketers’ perspective
One of marketers’ main jobs is to develop the visibility of their brand and their products. In
the online world, it often means scroll up their website in the huge index of Google. This
field combines two specialties that are related: Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Search
Engine Advertising (SEA).
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Search Engine Optimization
Since the advent of search engines, and in particular the rise of Google, the front door of
internet is made by small search fields where customers have to define what they are
looking for.
Depending on the keywords typed, each search engine will study the request based on its
own methodology and relevance.
To appear in search results of these engines and acquire an audience, marketers are working
to optimize the relevancy of their websites for each search engine. This field is known as SEO
and it has been created to enable a website reach top results pages on Google, even if this
field is now declined for each other search engines.
The SEO field is divided into two types of work: On-site improvement, and developing the
notoriety of the website.
On-site improvement
As Google’s search engine is user-centric, its methodology of relevancy depends on what is
good for the customer. Google gradually got marketers improve their websites (content and
form) to become more relevant.
Where the mere presence of keywords on a page was enough a few years ago to top on
Google search engine result pages, it is now more complicated. Google is now studying the
semantic field of each page and its relevance to the rest of the website, and it does this for
each subject, for each country, for each language, and so on.
Google ranking factors are very many -more than 200- (Moz, 2015), and it is not our purpose
here to explain each of those factors. The main point is that Google is built based on a
multidimensional approach, where the engine will grade each page of the website on each
factor. The more accurate the engine is, the closer it can be with the user needs.
Developing the notoriety of the website
Half of the SEO work is devoted to developing the notoriety of each website. Once the
website is relevant and well organized, people will automatically come and visit it. Again,
even if the methods were to change regularly, the main goal remains the same: to use
consumer habits to confirm the interest (or disinterest) in a website.
The main methods used a few years ago, involved creating backlinks on forum or blog posts,
but Google is now rather attentive to all signals coming from big newspapers and social
networks. If people talk about specific content on Twitter or Facebook (read, comment, or
share), Google will certainly pay particular attention to this content.
By demanding more attention to websites and brands, SEO is progressively merging with
public relation, and more generally, with brand communication.
Google is following the evolution of consumer habits, and is adapting its engine -and a
majority of websites worldwide consequently– in this way. That is why this field is important
for marketers. By working a lot on SEO, it should attract users’ attention and bring good
qualified traffic.
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Search Engine Advertising
As SEO is demanding more and more attention and complexity, search engines provide
another fast, easier, but not free, possibility to rank on top positions on result pages:
sponsored ads.
‘Adwords’ for Google and ‘Bings Ads’ for Microsoft; each search engine has its own
advertising platform with quite the same goals. It is, of course, a good way for tech
companies to generate significant earnings, and to finance the development of both the
search engine and the company.
To be relevant, the ads are not displayed randomly, but rather are generated based on the
keywords entered by the user (and bought by the firm). The firm will pay for each click on its
ads, this method being known as PPC (pay per click). SEA could be viewed as an “SEO-like”
method, easier to setup, and with guaranteed display.
The main work for a marketer in charge of SEA will be to find relevant keywords for his
campaign, and to allocate the right budget on keywords he wants to buy. Once his ads are
displayed, the goal will be to get them clicked; not too much, only by his targeted
population, which will help him gain traffic on his website.
3.3.5. Jobs and strategies around web search
SEO and SEA have become extremely important traffic sources for digital marketers.
Gradually, jobs end up being created around these skills:
-

SEO specialist, SEO marketing manager, analyst, or SEO coordinator, for example, about SEO skills
Keyworder, account manager, for example about SEA
Search engine marketing specialist, search manager to manage both skills

Along with other sources like emailing or affiliation, traffic acquisition is now largely
organized around search engines. We thus can find these skills in most structures with digital
strategies. Moreover, building a digital marketing strategy in 2016 without this search
engine side (SEO, SEA or both) would be easily considered as a mistake.
Even if it can be seen as 2 different strategies (paid media / owned media), it is only two
complementary ways created by Google to appear on the same search results page, and to
exist on its engine.
All these evolutions have made Google the focus of digital marketing strategies for many
years, not just so as to understand how to rank, but also how to stay up-to-date with it.

3.4.

Digital strategy: concrete example in the hospitality market

To fully understand the role of search engines in digital marketing strategies, let us take a
concrete example in a competitive world - the hospitality market.
As part of my work, I managed several marketing campaigns in this sector. For a classic
independent hotel in Bordeaux that wants to begin to sell some of its room online, we can
think about this allocation to acquire traffic (then sales).
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Example of traffic acquisition sources
for an independent hotel in Bordeaux

Source: own creation
-

Emailing: A part of website’s traffic can gradually be done by loyalty program (discounts, newsletters,
etc.) sent to actual customers.
SEO strategy: SEO developments and contents have to be made to rank on long tail keywords for
example and also to develop the ‘Google my business’ local ranking.
SEA campaigns: building campaigns to appear on specific keywords like “Hotel Bordeaux”, “Hotel pas
cher”, promoting its best prices, offers, and services.
Online ads: Ads display can be pushed to appear on local websites or national websites with local
audiences (Pages Jaunes, etc.).
Notoriety: It is the result of the natural popularity of the brand, offline, and online.

Progressively, if digital strategy works, sources like emailing, notoriety and SEO will
represent a bigger part, and it will reduce the use of SEA or Ads.

In our example, search engine is crucial as it represents more than 50% of the traffic
acquisition (SEA + SEO + part of notoriety). Let us see what kind of visibility we can expect
from Google’s results pages on generic keywords in this sector, keywords such as “Hotel
Bordeaux”:
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Search engine results page, “hotel Bordeaux” in Google, Oct 2016

Source: Google.fr
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Even if each search is unique (based on localization, etc.), this kind of layout seems popular
today. Google displays:






4 sponsored Ads, by hotel chains or marketplaces
Then a map. Not a classic Google map, but a “hotel finder” map where user can directly start online
booking from these brands (hotel chain or independent hotels).
Then 10 natural results, with on the first places big review websites (Tripadvisor) or marketplaces
(booking)
Then 3 more sponsored ads
Finally, suggested searches

In this example, Google does not display anymore its classic « 10 links » page, but 10 ads,
and 10 natural links. SEA is evidently highlighted.

In another kind of web search where a user is typing a brand + localization (“all suites appart
hotel bordeaux”, as per screenshot below), the results page is really different:




3 ads (brands, then marketplace)
Universal search banner on the right side, dedicated to the brand, with marketplaces’ booking engine
Then 10 natural results, 4 of which are brand’s website
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Search engine results page, “All suites appart hotel bordeaux” in Google, Oct 2016

Source: Google.fr
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If my query concerns a specific brand, I would think that the result will mainly be about this
brand. But it is not the case anymore. Even on a brand web search, “controlled” links are not
the only ones displayed. Competitor links or partners are displayed at the same level.
On a competitive market like hospitality, we see that online presence from search engine is
never guaranteed. Even with SEO strategy and SEA campaigns, the way Google chooses to
display the results can widely vary the results, and subsequently return on investment.

3.5.

Main limits of methods and tools, in current strategies

Digital marketing framework offers a very large tool set, depending on the target and the
situation. We have seen that search engines are an important part of traffic acquisition. But
other tools can also bring really good qualified traffic too (emailing, etc.).
It is interesting to note the current limitations of these tools too, in order to understand why
people will be willing to change from one tool to another.
The limits of current tools








Sustainability of platforms: Major tools like emailing are consistent and gainful, because their
communication protocols are widely used. Emailing is certainly the simplest tool to reach people,
because everybody uses an email address. But what if this communication tool was not the dominant
model anymore? What if a lot of people decided to move to a new communication platform (social
media, video messaging, app only, text message, new model, etc.)? The impact of a tool is directly
related to the distribution of its communication protocol. And on Internet side, sustainability is never
acquired.
Limits of research methodology: For almost 20 years now, people are used to entering some keywords
in a search bar so as to get an answer to their questions. But this is not a natural process, but rather a
habit acquired over time. Supposing people could ask their device as they can ask a friend; by voice?
Proactive approach: Most marketing tools are now based on a customer’s query. But supposing the
customer was not able to formulate his request? Either he did not know what he needed, or he did
not have the time to ask or the right device to use. We can also imagine that in some cases, ideas will
still be unclear, or in their infancy. Can marketers help their customers in that case?
Desktop-centric: a lot of marketing tools –on the digital world-, are based on use of classic desktop
computers. It is normal, as desktops were the dominant model. But are the current tools as relevant
on the other new types of devices? Is a ‘leaderboard’ ad format a universal format for example, or a
format suitable for computers only? Generally, is the marketers’ toolbox (emailing, SEA, etc.) ready for
any digital devices, or do we need to reinvent the methods and tools to each new platform?

The limits of current methods




Conversations: Our most massive tools are one-way communication, from the marketer to the
customer. Nothing is really planned to collect feedback, and we do not let the possibility of opening a
conversation, with complementary questions, open answers, etc.
Catching spare-time: When people are going shopping, current marketing tools are mainly relevant.
But what about the other types of spare time, such as being at home, walking around, playing sport,
or just relaxing? Most of customers cannot be reached during these moments. Without being invasive,
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brands could use these pleasant moments to build relationships with their customers and provide
added value.
Ultra-personalization: In a world where people receive more and more information, a good key would
be to send less generic messages, and to increase ultra-personalized messages depending on the
user’s situation and specific current need. In this case, messages could be seen positively, as
assistance.

We have seen in this chapter that search engines play a major part in digital marketing
strategies. It is usually a classic starting page for most users, but it is also a choke point for
daily questions. However, like every digital tool, it is not perfect, and visibility for each brand
is not always acquired. How can marketers go beyond these search engines and develop
their audience?

4. New ways to catch customers: how to hijack them from
web search?
4.1.

The evolution of devices: new facts and uses

Since almost 20 years, digital technology has become a regular part of our lives, activities,
and shopping methods. For businesses, the question is not “shall we be visible on the
internet?” anymore, but “how much time and money should we invest online?”.
Currently, in 2016, more than 40% of the world population has an internet connection,
compared to 1% in 1995 (Internetlivestats, 2016), and global e-commerce sales are expected
to reach 1.92 trillion US dollars (Statista, 2016) in the year.
Nevertheless, the emergence of new devices in recent years has, in addition, greatly evolved
our use of internet, and consequently, our shopping habits.
The rapid growth of the use of smartphones, and to a lesser extent the appearance of
tablets, has played a key role in these shifts.
4.1.1. The smartphone revolution
Whereas personal computers have been the dominant model for decades, smartphones
overtook fixed internet in 2014 (ComScore, 2015). The rise of “mobile first” strategies show
the importance of mobile internet.
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Number of global
internet users (in millions)

Source: ComScore, 2015

Global figures are attractive, but key indicators are also very interesting. Among all the
figures available on mobile uses, I chose to focus on 5 trends to explain why these new
devices are consistently changing our habits:
1. A recent market
In 2015, 78% of global consumers had smartphones, which means recent phones with
interactive and advanced features (Deloitte, 2015).
Renewal is a regular market in France, where half of the devices have been bought
recently (Less than 1 year - Deloitte, 2015).
That is why mobiles are the devices where innovation is the most significant, both in
terms of hardware, network capabilities and features (apps, etc.).

2. Mobile’s share of web traffic
Mobile technology also embodies an explosive growth: in the last 5 years, the
percentage of global web pages served to mobile phones went from less than 3% to
more than 33% of the worldwide web traffic. (Wearesocial, 2015).
This growth can be explained by the fact that time spent on mobile is significantly higher
compared to time spent at the desktop (ex: Mobile digital media time in USA is
significantly higher at 51% compared to desktop 42%, Source smartinsights, 2015). This
time is mostly spent on apps, which represent 90% of the usage (smartinsights, 2015),
even if search engines are the most common starting point for mobile search.
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3. Mobile screen time obsession
As mobile is always around us, we have developed the habit of checking our phones
constantly. A study by Deloitte in 2015 showed that checking our phone has become a
constant in our lives, with an average of 13 “looks per day” across all generations
(Deloitte, Worldwide, 2015). 93% of their worldwide panel of respondents said they
looked at their smartphones within 3 hours of waking up, and around 80% are checking
their phone before bedtime. This new device is deeply integrated into our daily lives.
4. A multi-tasking device
Mobile has this specificity to accompany us everywhere, and to be near anytime. So
unlike PC, mobile devices play a part in virtually everything we do: watching TV, talking
with friends, in public transportation, eating in a restaurant, while out shopping, etc.
This sets our mobile device more as a digital assistant or as a friend, rather than a tool
that is used independently. This factor is very interesting for marketers because it means
that we can rely on this device to accompany the customer in every situation.
As an example, Deloitte showed that 60% of all respondents are using their mobile
phone -from ‘sometimes’ to ‘always’- while watching TV or films. Concerning leisure
activities, an overwhelming majority are using their mobile while out shopping (92%),
spending leisure time (89%), talking with other people (87%), or while eating at a
restaurant (81%). (Deloitte, Worldwide, 2015).
5. A step to the internet of things
Mobile can also be seen as a hub to control, or interact with other objects. In this way,
home control, home monitoring, health services, fitness apps, and car-based connected
systems can be the next steps of mobile invasion. And the more mobiles become daily
devices, the more the emergence of new devices will grow faster.
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Example of interactions between mobile phones and other devices (wearables or tablets)

Source: Deloitte, 2015

This 5 key trends show that the attractiveness of mobiles is real for the user who extends its
use in amazing ways, just as it is for the marketers, who can note the potential of these
tools.
4.1.2. Tablets
Since the release of the first iPad by Apple in 2010, tablets have changed the way we
consume information. Unlike the traditional desktop computer (or even laptop), tablet has
been the first device to accompany the user in every room of the house: side search in the
bedroom, second screen in the living room while watching TV, surfing out of the house while
travelling, etc.
Although a few years ago if it was common to read few years ago that tablets would become
the next dominant device, tablets ended up becoming a perfect second screen in the house,
but not the mainstream model. Whereas now half of all internet time occurs now on mobile
platforms, only 12% is on tablets (usablenet, 2014).
Nevertheless, tablets play an important role in the purchasing cycle, especially globally on
consumer engagement, because it allows the consumer to peacefully browse products, build
wish lists for later purchases, watch videos, or read relevant ratings and reviews. This kind of
experience is easy on tablets (less restrictive than on smartphones and easier than on
desktop), and perfect for a second screen use. Some media have understood perfectly this
specificity, and have created dedicated exploratory apps or experiences for tablets, such as
Amazon (Amazon Windowshop) and Pinterest.
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These new devices -and their usages- are profoundly changing the way people use internet.
More useful, more immediate, always around, mobiles are creating new navigation
standards. The classic navigation in two steps “I search keywords”, then “I come to a
website” is now neither enough, nor relevant in some cases.
We will see examples of media that have reinvented these principles of navigation to their
advantage.

4.2.

Social media: towards an autonomous internet

For 10 years, social platforms have grown really rapidly, and they are now sustaining their
presence. This rise has been a huge shift on navigation habits, visibility for companies, and
digital marketing strategies.
Social media has now about 2.307 billion users worldwide (wearesocial, 2016), with a growth
about 10% per year.
Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp, Instagram, etc. are recreating a
whole new ecosystem based on the internet platform, but which is relatively autonomous.
4.2.1. Facebook: history, evolution, acquisition strategy
When talking about social media, Facebook is the most famous platform, thanks to its
amazing key figures. Its story is the one that every social platform wants to have.
Created in 2004 by five persons including its current CEO M.Zuckerberg, Facebook was first
conceived as a social networking website, and it became gradually a whole ecosystem.
Key figures
I have decided to highlight five main key figures from 2016, proving that Facebook is now a
serious part of Internet:
-

1.71 billion monthly active Facebook users worldwide, with a 15% increase year over year (Source:
Facebook), indicating that Facebook is “too big to ignore” (Zephoria, 2016)
1.13 billion daily active users (Source: Facebook, June 2016): there is a huge and active community
which come regularly on the platform
1.03 billion mobile daily active users (Source: Facebook June 2016): Facebook managed its shift on
mobile
Average time spent per Facebook visit is 20 minutes. (Source: Infodocket): Facebook is not a simple
“news reading” moment like emails- it appends a lot of information
Like and Share Buttons are viewed across 10 million websites daily (Source: Facebook, 2014): these
buttons are a direct backlink from internet to the Facebook ecosystem.

Strategy
As Facebook can be a huge subject, we will summarize here some elements of its
development strategy, to understand the specificities of this social media and its impact on
customers:



Facebook had a real good start, thanks to a favorable environment (maturation of uses and
technologies from 2006), positive image, and an increasing media coverage
The ubiquitous presence of “hack” culture, as M.Zuckerberg says it: “Move fast and break things”
(Forbes, 2012)
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An innovative interface (i.e. timeline) and new regular features that bring users to come
spontaneously and regularly onto the platform
An innovative use of data entered by the users, to bring more people online (i.e. “Your friend X is on
Facebook”), and to expand the use (“5 of your friends are playing this game”)
An aggressive mobile strategy that allowed the network – little use on mobile before - to develop
mobile use in 2012, and to make half of its turnover from mobile in 2013.
A part of the platform dedicated to businesses, with free tools to publish information, then powerful
paid tools (advertising, targeting, etc.)
An aggressive acquisition strategy, to buy competitors, visibility, features and users. Among the most
iconic, Instagram (2012) and Whatsapp (2014)

The Facebook ecosystem
All of these elements gradually transformed Facebook from a big social media website to a
full ecosystem where a user can search, read, buy, contribute, and stay in touch with
everything or everyone he cares about in one single place.
When users are surfing outside Facebook, the ‘Like’ and ‘Share’ buttons everywhere on
websites are here to remind them of the ecosystem they belong to, like a Facebook plugin
on the internet. They see comments and like from their community, and they can come back
to Facebook in one click.
When they are on Facebook, everything is organized to reach all the information they need
in one place: news feed (Facebook “paper” experience), news from companies they like,
news from friends, the possibility to create new content, easily sharing everything, chatting
or instant messaging, and even buying online.
Mobile features add new opportunities to read and share content instantly, several times a
day, directly on Facebook.
Acquisitions from Facebook allow adding new disruptive features or technologies to make
people stay longer on the platform, or it offers complementary experience on other
platforms, still in the Facebook world.
For advertisers, Facebook can now offer brands and distributors a complete solution of
advertising and relational services, from A to Z: from displaying a new offer, to tracking its
benefits in points of sale.
The goal of this strategy is to create a complete internet world inside the Facebook ecosystem, a ubiquitous media where users do not need other websites anymore. Facebook
wants to be internet start page, and in these terms, is in frontal competition with Google.
Once in Facebook, users do not need Google services anymore; Facebook seems
autonomous.
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Interactions between Facebook ecosystem and the rest of the World Wide Web

Source: own creation

4.2.2. Others social media
While Facebook takes a big part in social media, a lot of other websites are gathering
audiences in specific fields (ex: Twitch, for video games streaming), or to specific targets (ex:
Snapchat for teenagers).
Although most services are not famous to the general public, almost 100 services exceed 1
million users (Cavazza, 2016), such as Github (14 million user) or Twitch (100 million monthly
unique users).
Their goal is to keep their target population online as long as possible (average running time
+ revisits), in order to increase the value of their platform.
If we take the Twitch example, their key figures confirm the status of “social media”: 2.1
million of broadcaster (people who contribute), with a daily average amount of time spent
by user of 1 hour 46min, and half of users who are watching more than 20 hours a week on
the platform (Expandedramblings, 2016). With these figures, we can think of this platform as
an autonomous media, where users inevitably reduce their use of all other websites. Do they
even use the rest of them?
Apart from these fast-growing niche market websites that keep their audience captive, only
a few general social media services have the ability to evolve into a big conglomerate.
We will take 2 big names as examples: Twitter and Google.
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Twitter
With more than 313 million users (expanded ramblings, 2016), Twitter is, with Facebook and
Google, making the top three social media platforms worldwide.
Its main features for our subject are as follows:





Twitter made a lot of acquisitions, to improve its service, and to add new features (i.e. Periscope)
It has five times less audience than Facebook, but an equal number of US businesses are using both of
them. Its use as a second screen while watching television makes it a form of media in itself.
A complete navigation experience on mobile since 2011
Dedicated services for businesses (promoted tweet), and regularly new features for companies, such
as customer support, go live button for Periscope, and conversational ads.

As a media, Twitter tries to retain audience on its platform, and recent acquisition like
Periscope confirms its desire to position itself as a news media. But its lack of
complementary products still prevents it from being a standalone media on internet.
Google (again)
Beyond its main features as search engine, Google has developed a lot of additional
applications or services to gradually build its own conglomerate. Thanks to the acquisition of
Youtube in 2006 especially, Google has expanded its audience and become also a social
media. Since then, the continuous addition of many complementary services such as
Hangout has transformed Google from a search engine, to a full platform of services.
The parallel with Facebook strategy seems obvious: to offer almost everything users need;
like gathering news, content to be entertained, as well as tools to communicate and share.
These commonalities are visible in their choice of apps and services, as shown below:
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Willingness of Google and Facebook to create a service platform

Source: fredcavazza.net, translated by the author

4.2.3. Social media examples in hospitality market
We saw in this chapter that social media allows new companies to catch and retain an
audience, without waiting for traffic from search engines.
Social media is already a reality in many sectors such as the hospitality market, where
communication and word-of-mouth have always been the key.
For example, in 2009, the Hyatt hotels and resorts brand created a “Hyatt concierge”
account on Twitter, to help its customers regarding their travel, before, during, and after
their stay. This account eliminates the need for customers to make any complementary
search on internet, to find information, news, or specific answers about their travel. This
twitter account, which has 83 000 followers and which is available 24X7, is a real proof of
customer service.
Hyatt also created a specific website dedicated to contents from their customers on social
media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram). This website called #InAHyattWorld has 2 goals: first,
to promote real life pictures from their customers on their website in order to show that
their promises are real. Secondly, Hyatt knows that the more Hyatt content is available on
social media, the greater the audience they will gain on Hyatt official accounts, and the
official website.
These two small examples show that a brand can use social media on a daily basis to catch
audience, and then turn them into customers.

4.3.

Marketplaces and vertical hubs

Mainly thanks to the evolution of mobile usage, we saw that some social media platforms
managed to exist without the help of search engines.
Other types of huge websites are trying to develop or gather their own audiences. The most
popular are marketplaces. First, they were only convenient portals to gather products from
different retailers. But as technology improved, marketplaces became mature, and a lot of
websites appeared in different fields: e-commerce, outsourcing of professional services,
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crafts work, verticals as real estate, etc. We will take two big marketplaces as examples
below: Amazon and Booking.
Other websites adopt the principle of marketplaces, and they act as “prescribers” too. In the
hospitality market, for example, tourism offices act as key influencers of purchasing
behaviors. Their roles look intrinsically like marketplaces, as they bring all the possibilities for
a given location to the public. From this point of view, they are competing with search
engines as well, as research’s starting point.
4.3.1. Amazon
The biggest marketplaces are now giant supermarkets such as Amazon, where you can find
and buy anything from internet. From this point of view, giant marketplaces can answer so
many needs nowadays that they emerge as generic search engines.
Amazon, for example, has always been a giant supermarket since 1994, but it failed to reach
customers in their everyday life; search engines like Google were still the starting point of
their online journey. So, Amazon tried different experiences to become a whole ecosystem,
such as creating the Kindle reader in 2007.
This reader was not only a tool to read books, but it was mostly a way to become the start
page of any e-book need: Kindle enables users to browse, buy and download any book from
the Amazon catalogue, without the help of other external tools.
Amazon also developed an innovative shopping experience on tablets called “Amazon
Windowshop”, which simulates a real life shopping session. This attempt was to setup this
app as a starting point for every online shopping need. On its opposite side, Google
developed “Google shopping” at the same time, as a way of focusing its search engine on
products available online for sale.
In recent years, Amazon’s presence on mobile is clearly a success, and most of Amazon’s
growth in mobile comes today from its app (businessinsider, 2015). That means that mobile
shoppers who used to have Google as a starting point are now using Amazon app instead.
It is especially important because Amazon has a significant part of its users -22% in 2013who are mobile-only (allthingsd.com, 2013). This section of users should form habits with its
app.
4.3.2. Booking
A successful example of vertical hub is Booking, the most famous platform in the hospitality
market. Having started as a small company dedicated to an unoccupied niche (booking
accommodation for business men and tourists), Booking had a 9.22 billion turnover in 2015,
and managed 432 million of nights (Priceline, 2016).
The strategy of Booking is to act exactly like a search engine: a high degree of relevance in its
results (through an algorithm using customers reviews), no cost for customers (companies
pay fees), to be present wherever its audience is (mobile, tablets, etc.), and a global
resonance (41 languages). The company aims to be the starting point of any travel search
online.
The impact for any independent hotel is huge nowadays: a part of researches are not made
through Google anymore, so hotel must be available on Booking.com, to avoid losing some
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of their visibility. Of course, hotel must follow the rules to be online, and to reach the top of
results pages: really good comments, cheapest prices, a lot of rooms available, qualitative
content, etc. Like Google and its pagerank system, Booking developed its own algorithm to
force hotels to get in line. In return, hotel can take advantage of its massive audience.
We can note that standard hotels are the most relevant on this kind of platform: close to
road access, medium or low prices, 1 to 4 persons, etc. Hotel with specific marketing
position (long stay, “hotel de charme”, etc.) will be more difficult to integrate, because
Booking does not aim this specific category. There is no research available on these criteria,
so there is no turnover and no visibility.
Moreover, Booking will bring new customers to all these hotels, but retention is not
guaranteed. By bringing a good service, this is the Booking platform that will stay in the
customer’s mind, and in most cases, hotel will have to gain trust – more effectively- from
their customers.
This hub is important for hotels, but binding too, and it brings standardization.

4.4.

Digital assistants: from vocal search to a ubiquitous presence

4.4.1. Introduction to digital assistance & voice search
As we saw earlier, mobile is becoming a natural part of our life, and an influence on our
buying decision. We “ask” them a lot of different things, and we wish that our mobile could
help us.
Based on this idea, several brands have taken the challenge to create conversation between
our favorite device -especially mobile- and us. The conversations are formed into programs
known as “digital assistants”, and they accompany us on each of our daily moments just like
a virtual butler.
Although written language has been used on computers and mobiles for years, a natural
development in order to get us to talk with mobiles will be to use vocal features. These
features have been available in diverse software for a decade now, with voice features
becoming more and more integrated, relevant, and natural language oriented.
Voice-search seems today to be particularly widespread, as there are an estimated 50 billion
worldwide searches per month (Searchenginewatch, 2016).
A recent study looked at specific voice related command terms trends, such as “call mom” or
“call dad”, to estimate the development and use of the voice search.
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Trends for voice related command search terms

Source: Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, 2016

What we learn is that these vocal trends are increasing significantly, and that the trend is
related to the appearance of the smart devices such as iPhone, iPad, and the integration of
voice feature in the main search engines such as Google.
Another study quoted by Mindmeld in 2015 informs us that more than half of the
respondents started using voice search in the previous year, and the biggest part of them in
the previous 6 months. Voice word accuracy rate is improving rapidly, and this is the reason
behind this explosive growth. Perfect technology will bring people to use it all the time,
rather than barely using it. As Andrew Ng, chief scientist at Baidu said, “99-percent accuracy
is a game-changer”, and current accuracy is already more than 90% (searchengineland,
2016).
Customer satisfaction still needs to be improved, but adoption is already here. As this trend
is particularly new, its impact is not yet well defined.
These reasons resonate with the intensity of mobile use. A perfectly relevant voice search
feature will enable you to catch questions all day long, and find the best solution for
customers.
Main digital actors like Google, Microsoft or Facebook increased the attendance of their
voice features and worked on their virtual butler, and at the same time, several small
businesses focused on creating the next perfect assistant.
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4.4.2. Siri, Google now, Cortana, Alexa: background and
features of the 4 main digital assistants
Siri: the first mainstream digital assistant, by Apple
In 2011, while presenting the new iPhone 4S, Apple started to massively promote “Siri”, its
voice-controlled natural language interface. Thanks to its integration into IOS7, the
bestselling OS back then, Siri quickly became a consumer product, and certainly the first
mainstream virtual assistant.
Background: Siri was first created and developed by Standford Research Institute in 2007, as
an IPhone app software. The firm planned to integrate its new technology into Blackberry
and Android devices, but the project was cancelled in 2010 after acquisition by Apple.
Specificities: in 2011, the strength of the product was to be based on natural language,
unlike the main voice-controlled products then available in the market. Unlike other
products, you did not need to learn to speak with it; it was rather natural.
Siri is now part of almost every Apple device: iPad, iPhone, iMac, iWatch, Apple TV, etc.
Features: Siri is a computer program (app), which can answer questions, make
recommendations and perform personal tasks. One of its key features is to adapt answers
and recommendations to each individual, natural language and preferences, in the spirit of
continuous improvement. That is why from the start, Siri has been more of an intelligent
personal assistant than simple dictation software.
Example of interactions with Siri:
-

“What movies are playing today?”
“Read my latest email”
“Where’s a good Indian place around here?”

Limits: Siri needs a good connectivity to work, as data and questions are sent to Apple’s
servers. It also evokes privacy concerns as personal information such as names, owner's
relationship with contacts, labels etc. are sent.
With this tool, Apple has continued its vision of bringing “knowledge navigator” (John
Sculley, 1987) to its customer. In addition to a great experience, Siri started to bring rich
answers and pieces of advice, which was the first step in the search engine market, a world
trusted by Google.
To transform its “digital assistant mobile app”, Siri, into a real “virtual assistant” such as
Amazon’s Echo, Apple seems to be actually working on a Siri speaker device (Nick Statt,
2016).
Number of users: Based on a recent study (Carolina Milanesi, 2016) 98% of IPhone users
have used Siri at least one time. The majority (70%) rarely use it or use it only sometimes.
Siri gets over 1 billion requests a week (Apple, 2015).
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Google and its ecosystem ‘Google Now’
As the leading search engine worldwide, Google started to add a voice search feature to its
search engine in 2002 - ”Google voice search”. The goal was first to add a simple new data
entry method, making a search by speaking instead of writing, just like its other service
“Google Images” (make a search by uploading a picture).
Background: Combined to “Voice action” which allowed users to give speech command to
Android phones (Googlemobile.blogspot.fr, 2011), Google merged Voice search in its
ecosystem “Google Now” in Android 4.1 in 2012.
As Apple gradually developed Siri into a digital assistant, Google combined in Google Now
every service that a user might need to get digital assistance: voice search, the ability to get
relevant answers or suggestions, and a custom interface, Android, which gives access to
almost every software and data.
Specificities: Google Now operating principle is to push personalized answers and
information to each user, before he can even formulate his question. Unlike other
applications, or even Google search engine, the user does not have to ask “how is the traffic
to get to my work?”, Google Now will display “cards” (pieces of information) based on the
user’s habits, and will show the right information at the right time. To complete this
example, Google Now:




Will show driving directions thanks to Google maps
Will know where “work” is, because the GPS on the phone notice that you go to this place every
weekday
Will know when to display this card, because of your schedule habits.

You can also specify each one of these pieces of information to Google Now, but its major
strength is to use every bit of information owned, in a useful way.
Features:
As Google Now depends on each user’s habits, it is difficult to describe a precise perimeter.
Features like reminding you automatically your meetings, plan routes, alerting you when
your package has arrived, telling you if your plane is late - everything is automatic. The more
you use Google, the more Google Now will push relevant information.
Examples of interactions with Google Now:
-

“In which team plays Antoine Griezmann?"
“What are the songs of David Bowie? “
« Send a message to Claire, I’ll be there in 10 min, I can’t find my keys.”

Limits:
- Privacy concerns: in order to process the requests, Google records every voice search
(Griffin, 2016). As Google has a willingness to be transparent on data uses, Google displays
on its « dashboard » website a list of recorded items.
- Moreover, to give access to relevant suggestions, Google tracks, records, analyses and uses
a lot of explicit or contextual information (habits, content, searches, etc.).
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- Google’s predictive cards will work best if Google controls your phone (Android operating
system), so it can get access to useful information (contacts, agenda, etc.), and display them
well (directly on the user’s desktop, without opening any app).

In 2016, Google demonstrated during its I/O developer conference how natural language
and voice search are main components of their strategy, by revealing three future
developments of Google Now / voice search (searchengineland.com, 2016):
-

-

-

Google assistant: the newest generation of digital assistants, especially because it will be
conversational (an ongoing two-way dialogue between the user and the assistant), and ambient (cross
devices and contexts). 2 integrated features will be added:
Google Home: a smart home hub to rival the Amazon Echo. This device will give users access to
Google’s assistant capacities by voice search, and the ability to link every smart device all over their
home.
Allo: a messaging app where you can integrate the assistant directly in the conversations. This app has
been available since the end of September 2016, in English only for the moment.

Number of users: “1 in every 5 searches made with the Google Android app in the US is a
voice query” (Pichai, 2016)
Based on a recent study (Carolina Milanesi, 2016), 96% of Android users have used ‘OK
Google’ at least one time. Majority (62%) uses it rarely or sometimes.
On this expanding market, big companies like Google will continue to constantly improve
their ideas and devices in the coming years, so as to develop the best digital assistant.
Cortana, the new try from Microsoft
Cortana is a recent incursion from Microsoft in the “voice search” market. Released in 2012,
this intelligent digital assistant is available on Microsoft’s main platforms (Windows 10,
Windows mobile, Xbox), and also as an app on IOS and Android systems. As the latest
platform on the market, Microsoft tried to add exclusive features such as the "notebook"
feature (Windows, 2016).
Background: Started in 2009 and derived from the work of TellMe Networks (a firm acquired
by Microsoft in 2007), Cortana is part of Microsoft’s long-term plan to deliver an advanced
operating
system
and
software,
that
benefits
its
entire
ecosystem.
Specificities: Beyond the traditional functions that can be found on digital assistants, the
“notebook” feature brings another vision to privacy concerns: the notebook stores personal
information such as location data, reminders, interests, etc. The user can add, modify or
erase information from this notebook to increase personalization services, or to reset it.
Features: Cortana can set reminders, schedule appointments, check the weather, or answer
questions by researching on Microsoft’s Bing search engine. The service also includes a
music recognition service, and integrates with external services such as Foursquare.
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Examples of interactions with Cortana:
-

“Remind me to congratulate Tanya the next time she calls”
“What is this song?”
“55 uk pounds to usd”

Limits: Despite the notebook feature, Microsoft has been criticized because of the deep
integration between Cortana, Windows and Bing. Even when Cortana is disabled, Bing can
request some information on user habits like his searches made through the Start Menu, for
example (01net, 2016).
Beginning 2016, Cortana can only use the Edge browser from Microsoft when making a web
search. According to Microsoft, the goal is to deliver a “more accurate answer”, although it
prevents the customer from using other popular browsers such as Chrome or Firefox.
Number of users: Microsoft has announced that 25% of searches on the Windows 10 taskbar
are voice searches, using Cortana (Mediapost, 2016).
Alexa & Echo: Amazon’s attempt to enter your living-room
Digital assistants are not just confined to smartphones anymore. These features are
increasingly being integrated into devices like smart home hubs and game consoles. This is
an attempt made by the online store Amazon with its products, “Echo” and “Alexa”.
Without physical points of sale, Amazon has always tried to develop new ways to interact
and communicate with their customers: mobile website and app, Kindle, smartphone
(Firephone), and now “Echo”, their home hub device.
Background: Alexa is a personal digital assistant created by Amazon in 2014. It will be the
engine -the A.I. part- of several Amazon devices, and Echo is the 1st popular device available
with this technology. Both names are regularly confused, and even Amazon allows you to
change the “wake up” word (the word which allows to start communication with the device)
of Echo, to “Alexa” (or even “Amazon”).
Specificities: Echo is not a simple app like the others digital assistants, but a physical device,
a small speaker, that you can put anywhere in the house (the purpose of “Amazon Echo”), or
a portable speaker, one that you can move around with (purpose of “Amazon tap”, a
variation from the original Echo).
This specific characteristic makes the device interesting. It can be used or contacted anytime
from any room in the house, without having to carry a smartphone in your hand. In this way,
it is more like a butler, the original purpose of digital assistants.
In order to have an accurate tool, one that you enjoy using, Amazon has worked precisely on
specific features: sophisticated natural language processing, wireless capabilities, great
design, 360° really precise microphones, to hear commands from other rooms clearly, or
when there is noise around.
Features: Echo has classic digital assistant features like music playing, to-do lists, as well as
weather and traffic information. As a home hub, it can also be connected to home electronic
devices (bulbs, heatings, etc.) and still command them.
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Third-party services are also available: music (Spotify, etc.), Nest, Espn, etc.
Examples of interactions with Echo:
-

What’s the weather like today in Paris, France?
What’s on my calendar?
Play Phoenix from Spotify

Limits: In the first row, Amazon is clearly a new way -the fastest- to make orders from
Amazon.com, especially since Amazon is becoming a real supermarket with fresh products
and replenishment products (razor blades, etc.). So, the integration with Amazon services
will be very successful (Pullen, 2016). But the device seems less accurate in some other
fields, for example, knowing your contacts (no address book), or even localizing services
(which is always set by default to the city of “Seattle”, Amazon’s headquarters).
Echo also has privacy concerns: as the microphone is always listening to detect the “wake up
word” (a “mute” button is also available on the device). There are also privacy concerns
regarding private conversations in the home, and the identity of people around (sound of
steps on the floor, television, etc.).
Like other digital assistants, voice records are also uploaded onto Amazon servers in order to
deliver better answers. A web interface allows you to delete these recordings.
Currently, Alexa only communicates in English.
Number of users: Amazon has not released any official sales information yet, but a report
from Consumer Intelligence Research Partners had an estimated of 3 million sales in the US
since 2014 (Levin, 2016).
Alternative from GAFA: the example of Hound
Even if GAFAs have a really huge interest in developing digital assistants to conquer the mass
market, these firms are not the only ones to develop virtual butlers to help people. Several
smaller companies have tried different approaches to create more accurate, fun, or even
fast services. For example, Evi, Viv (from the creators of Siri), Vokul, SpeakTolt assistant, or
the interesting Hound.
Hound is a virtual assistant mobile app created by SoundHound Inc., a Californian company
that specializes in audio recognition. After a first successful product on music recognition,
they delivered Hound, an accurate and really fast voice search app. The goal of SoundHound
is to create “a way for humans to talk to computers, and computers to talk back” (Mohajer,
2015). After 9 years of research and development, they released a beta version of their app
in 2016, and the appreciation of users has been really great.
The features are classic: the weather, web search, currency conversion, email and text
messaging, places, and the results are very accurate. The main difference, according to
Keyvan Mohajer, founder of the app, is that his technology is “speech to meaning” (Mohajer,
2015). It means that the AI does not convert vocal questions into text, as most of digital
assistants do. Hound combine speech recognition and natural language understanding to
bring answers faster, and more precisely.
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Examples of interactions with Hound, with follow ups:
-

“Show me hotels in Seattle for Friday, staying one night”
Then “Show only the ones costing less than $300”
Then “Show only the ones that have three or four or five stars that are pet friendly, that have a gym
and a pool, within 4.5 miles of the Space Needle”.

4.5.

The power of bots

As digital assistants constitute a major way of bringing interaction between a customer and a
company, bots -also known as chatbots- are another big solution meant to help people.
From a conceptual point of view, digital assistants are generic AI help. Their goal is to help
you as far as they can, in a horizontal perspective; on every subject. On the contrary, bots
will help you in a vertical way (1 subject), so it will be specialized, and it will bring back very
precise information from the market they are devoted to.
In the near future, a personal assistant (generic help) will certainly be able to consult a bot
(vertical help), if the issue is about a technical subject like insurance, for example.
As a definition, Bots (from the term “chatter robots”, coined by M.Mauldin in 1994) are
conversational programs that simulate a human conversational partner. Bots can be textual
or by voice, and their goals are to bring customer information or customer services, as well
as a human would.
Implementations are heterogeneous: From the business side, a lot of chatbots are used on
websites to avoid FAQ reading (Frequently Asked Questions) and recurrent requests.
From a technological point of view, scientists are working on chatbots as a simple form of AI,
often in order to pass the Turing test (machine’s ability to behave like a human).
Bots have also been incorporated onto toys, like “Hello Barbie” (Lefigaro, 2015), a Barbie doll
which can simulate a storyline with a child.
Thanks to the rise of conversational interfaces (online chat and messaging platforms, digital
assistants), bots are becoming an important feature for companies.
As Mindmeld, a company dedicated to bots and interfaces, explains it: “A Great
Conversational Interface Requires an Advanced Conversational AI Platform” (Mindmeld,
2016).
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Integration of bots with AI platforms

Source: Mindmeld.com

Virtual assistants, messaging platforms and apps/websites can use bots (and their integrated
AI) to bring accuracy to customers.
This is precisely what Facebook did, being the number one website and social network
worldwide, by creating a platform dedicated to bots
4.5.1. The Bots evolution of Facebook
Unlike Apple or Google, Facebook does not have any device or operating system to create its
own digital assistant. But Facebook has a complete ecosystem as we saw in previous
chapters.
How can this firm integrate AI into its platform and business model?
During Facebook’s F8 conference in 2016, Mark Zuckerberg confirmed that the goal of
Facebook is to connect people not just with each other, but also with all the companies that
make business on Facebook. Among the big announcements made, he unveiled the
Messenger Platform and bot engines, two tools necessary to create bots in the Facebook
ecosystem. AI and bots are an important part of Facebook’s future, as seen below.
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Facebook’s 10-year roadmap

Source: Facebook.com

To develop the AI part, Facebook is creating several bots for itself, as an example, and it is
also encouraging developers to create their own bots, based on the Facebook platform.
How can a bot work on Facebook?
As noted previously, a bot is a conversational piece of software that can deliver customer
service or information, among other things. On Facebook, for example, a lot of conversations
happen every day, increasingly on the Facebook Messenger, between companies and users.
Bots will allow companies to add automatic customer services to respond to every customer.
For example, a user can ask a flower bot service to send flowers to his girlfriend, or another
bot service to deliver pizza orders. The advantages are important:
-

People already spend a lot of time each day on Facebook and Facebook messenger. They are already
connected, and they know how to use the platform.
Facebook has a very good knowledge of the user’s relationships, addresses and phone numbers,
habits, and even their credit card information.

In conclusion, this service will bring speed and efficiency to the customers. Users can already
do a lot of things already on Facebook, but when it comes to buying products or services,
they mainly have to leave the platform and go to a website or an app. It will now be
different, thanks to an integrated service with bots. Although this trend is very recent (April
2016), already 11 000 bots have been created on the Facebook Platform (Marcus, 2016). As
the Number 1 digital platform today, bots on Facebook will certainly have a big impact on
the interaction between customers and their favorite companies.
Bots will be readily available to fulfill customer needs on a vertical point of view (market by
market): hotel, flowers, information, etc.
Example of bots already available:
-

1-800-Flowers: flower delivery
Instalocate: to track flights, departure/arrival time
Kayakbot: for travelers
Dinner Ideas: recipes depending on what is in your fridge
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One step further, Facebook is also developing its own virtual assistant, named “M”, which is
Facebook's own bot. Available directly on Facebook Messenger, as the other bots, not only
can “M” can advise you, but it can also make purchases for you. “M” is only in beta mode for
the moment.
4.5.2. Invisible apps: the “Jam” example
Like digital assistants which are created both by big companies and small startups, a lot of
small firms have recently been working on bots as well.
But there is a small problem. Whereas Facebook already has an interface in which to add its
bot, Facebook messenger, a small startup working on a new bot has no predefined interface
to display it. It is conversational software and it has capabilities, but how do people get to
use it? Some startups are creating their own apps, but it means that they have to get
customers to download it in order to use it, in addition to all the apps the customers already
use.
Some other startups, like Jam, decided to add their service to existing platforms, so that
customers already know well and use on a daily basis - text messaging. Another benefit in
using messaging as a platform is that retention and frequency are higher than for a
traditional app. “Messaging apps are used, on average, almost 9 times every day” (Khalaf,
2015), compared to traditional app which are used on average 1.9 times a day.
Jam is focused on bringing information and services to students who live in Paris. People can
use it by classic messaging as SMS (user has to text to a specific phone number) or Facebook
messenger (user has to add Jam as a new friend).
This kind of app is called “invisible apps” (Armand, 2015), because there is no specific
interface or website to go to, user has just to text it, like he would do with a friend.
These invisible apps have several benefits:
-

No new interface to learn, for the user, no need for a tutorial
User continues to use his favorite apps, no change management
Invisible apps are focused on customer service. User will continue to use this app only if he gets his
answer and that he is happy about it.
The app seems like a good and secret deal, and word of mouth will often be used to promote it.
Invisible apps can work even with old generation phones or low internet connection. In emerging
markets for example, this service is bound to work well, where giant apps are likely to have trouble
downloading (phone not compliant or too low bandwidth).
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Example of interactions with Jam

Source : own creation with Hellojam service

Today, 30% of Jam’s answers and suggestions are created by bots, 20% by humans, and 50%
both by bots and humans (Itespresso, 2016). The human initiative takes back control as soon
as there is a special case, but the firm’s ambitions are to deliver 80% answers by AI.
Other interesting services using messaging as a platform:
-

The Chinese messaging platform Wechat allows companies to create a store on its platform
The French startup “Clac des doigts” is a virtual butler by text messaging
The American “Talkspace” is a private therapist service by messaging
“Peter”, a AI-based business lawyer using email (user has just to cc Peter, in order to ask him
something)

4.6.

Limits of these new tools, for customers & firms

Although all these new ways of catching customers by avoiding search engines bring great
features and possibilities, we also identified some shortcomings and limitations among all
the data we collected.
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We can sum up and organize the main facts as below:
Limits for firm
Companies can find new ways of promoting their services with these digital tools, but there
are also concerns:
-

-

-

-

Relevance: these new tools are not relevant for every business. Up to today, B2B seems less relevant
for example. We also saw that non-standard companies or products will be more difficult to promote,
as algorithms will play a big part of these tools.
Disappearance: the most ambitious dream about these platforms (and especially digital butlers) is that
it will give end-to-end solutions to the main actors, and it will avoid customers to open any other app,
or to visit any other website. It is a double edged-solution: it can give a great competitive advantage if
you are part of the solution, but it will cause you total loss of visibility if you are excluded.
Acquisition vs retention: All these new tools are a good way to reach more new customers. But except
social media, will it be sustainable? We saw with Booking for example that retention is not obvious.
Cost of artificial intelligence: to bring suitable value, companies will have to spend large budgets on
research and development (time and money). Classic marketing tools like ads and SEA cost less effort
to reach short term profitability. More and more firms are starting projects in the ‘big data’ field
(processing high volume information), machine learning (predictive analytics) and are recruiting data
scientists to handle it.
Customer concerns: every customer concern can become the firm’s problem. In case of fatigue,
addiction, or security problem, to name the main issues, soured consumers can hold the company
responsible, either explicitly or implicitly, and probably end up changing the provider.

Limits for customer
Customer can enjoy all these new services, but caution is necessary on these topics:
-

-

-

-

Addiction: as we saw from the Deloitte facts, screen obsession is now a reality. People are accustomed
to using their phones to answer any question they have, and digital assistance will extend this. It can
become a problem if they deeply rely exclusively on their phone for everything. How would they
behave if they lost it? It would become a dependency problem, and a loss of freedom on the same
level as drugs.
Privacy concerns: The main concern about digital assistance is related to privacy protection. To be
relevant, artificial intelligence will have to gather a lot of information and data about every move,
habit, contact, and environment of each user and it will certainly have to be recorded and shared with
other partners. As we saw earlier with several digital assistants, data is at least uploaded to the firm’s
servers.
Will every user be able to choose what is recorded and used? Will they do it?
Security concerns: If all the data is recorded and shared, it also means that it can be stolen. What
would happen if a hacker stole several years of personal data?
Is my assistant relevant and objective? Most people welcome these new features with kindness, but
will the recommendation be adapted to my profile? Or will this be only new ways to send marketing
messages and to promote new products? We can imagine that assistants will be more and more
relevant and precise in the next few years, but will it bring objective advices?
User fatigue: mobile seems a good way to reach customers in their spare-time, but customers will also
certainly get tired of being a target every minute of every day. After the “always connected” step, the
next step may be a complete “digital detox”.

By taking a better perspective on the subject, we can also mention the big concern made by
Stephen Hawking and a group of leading scientists about Artificial intelligence: “A.I. would
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be the biggest event in human history. Unfortunately, it might also be the last, unless we
learn how to avoid the risks” (Hawking, 2014). This is worth noting.

To summarize, we have seen in this chapter that a lot of tools available online are avoiding
the use of search engines as a daily starting point. The user comes to these platforms, and
he can perform most actions he needs directly from them. As we are talking about millions
of regular users, this trend will certainly affect the classic customer journey. The question is,
in which way, and by how much?

5. Can these new tools impact buying behavior?
We established that a lot of new tools are trying to organize information differently, and
that they create new links and habits with users and customers. How will these tools finally
modify the customer’s journey? We will study the main factors pertaining to the buying
behavior theory, and its recent evolution.

5.1.

Key factors of buying behavior theory

Before studying recent development on the marketing theory, we must first have a clear
idea about the classic buying behavior theory. What is the greatest motivation to customers,
and how are marketers dealing with them?
I chose to rely on Michael Solomon’s work to define the key parameters of buying behavior
as follows:
5.1.1. Consumer process
Consumer behavior is not a single moment (the one where a person gives money to receive
and own back a product). Rather, it is an on-going process, and this clarity is important for
marketers. It means that marketing must take care of all that happens before the purchase
moment, and also everything after that specific moment.
To illustrate this process, Solomon created a perspective to show the kind of issues that
could take place, for the consumer, and for the marketers, about a purchase.
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The main steps in the consumption process

Source: Consumer Behavior

This chart makes explicit the fact that marketing –through the field of consumer behavior–
must take into account three different and complementary sequences when dealing with a
customer: the moment before purchase, the purchase itself, and the period following the
purchase.
5.1.2. The meaning of consumption
An additional fundamental principle of buying behavior is that people “often buy products
not for what they do but for what they mean” (p15). The meaning that the consumer will
give the product will be overriding.
A great example about this principle is that when a customer decides to buy a product from
Nike, he is doing more than just choosing a new pair of shoes; he buys the style, the fame,
and his own meaning about this brand.
5.1.3. Main parameters in buying decisions
The field of buying behaviors identifies many parameters involved in a purchasing decision.
Marketers will have to find the right parameters and work on them.
Main parameters are classified as follows:
- “Individual” parameters:
* Perception: When we decide to purchase something, we analyze a lot of
information, and interpret it. This part of decision making is based on our perception.
* Learning and memory: our perception is always challenged by recent stimuli we
may have gotten, and the feedback we receive from others. Our knowledge is constantly
evolving, thanks to new learning.
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* Motivation and involvement: When we have a need, a tension is being created, and
motivation will be the key to getting what we need and reduce this tension.
* Values: Efficiency, excellence, and esteem are some of the most common values for
customers
* Attitudes: belief, effect and behavioral intentions are the three main components.
* The “self-“: The similarity between a customer’s personality and the attributes of
the product will guide the buying behavior. Buying can be used to boost self-esteem, or to
“reward” the self.
- “Decision-makers” parameters:
* Individual decision-making: consumers need to make decisions about products all
the time, and depending on the products, it can be automatic or this can cause anxiety.
* Shopping experience: the act of purchase is a key moment, and it can be affected
by many factors, such as individual parameters and contextual parameters: presence of coconsumers or witnesses, time, salesperson, promotions, etc.
* Group influence: these parameters are important when dealing with digital
experience. A customer can be influenced in his purchasing decision by “a desire to be
accepted by others” (p380). Main types of social influences are conformity, social
comparison, word-of-mouth, and leadership.

5.2.

Evolution from MOT/ZMOT to Micro-moments

Buying behavior theory is still relevant nowadays. Individual parameters and decisionmaking parameters are part of customers’ everyday life, even if their signals have evolved.
Concerning the consumption process, it is an important part of the marketer’s work to
identify each step of it. Among all existing theories focusing on this process, one is revealing
the start of strategies for customer-driven economy: it is called the “moments of truth”
theory (MOT). We will summarize it below, with its development called ZMOT, dedicated to
new habits and disruptive tools.
5.2.1. Moments of truth
Background
Author Jan Carlzon, also CEO of Scandinavian Airlines, theorizes and talks in his first book,
“moments of truth” published in 1989, about his own experience of increasing
communication, and then satisfaction, with the customers in his firm.
While his company was losing money, he realized that the only real asset of SAS
(Scandinavian Airlines) was its customers, and especially satisfied customers. So he
reoriented the whole company state of mind to a customer-driven strategy, treating each
customer as an individual, and maximizing each point of contact between the firm and its
customers.
As an example, he stated:
“Last year, each of our 10 million customers came in contact with approximately five SAS
employees, and this contact lasted an average of 15 seconds each time. Thus, SAS is
“created” 50 million times a year, 15 seconds at a time. These 50 million “moments of
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truth” are the moments that ultimately determine whether SAS will succeed or fail as a
company. They are the moments when we must prove to our customers that SAS is their
best alternative. “
The marketing theory
Thanks to J.Carlzon, “moments of truth” has become a marketing theory, and it embodies
that precise moment when a customer interacts with a brand, and forms his impression
about it.
In 2005, the CEO of Procter & Gamble A.G. Lafley continued this theory by defining 2 specific
moments of truth:
-

-

First moment of truth: it is that precise moment when a customer is confronted with the product or
service in real life for the first time (in a store, in the street, etc.). This key moment, full of promises, is
a decision point to buy the service or product.
Second moment of truth: once the customer has bought the product or service, he will go back to his
home, and use it for the first time. It will be the second moment of truth because this key moment will
reveal if the product will deliver on its promises. The customer will either be satisfied or disappointed.

These theories are important for marketers, because they explain what influences customer
behaviors. In the first moment of truth, the marketers’ work will be focused on responding
to customer’s needs as we saw on our first part, and interact with individual parameters
(perception, motivation, etc.) or decision-makers parameters (group influence, etc.) to favor
buying decision. On the second moment of truth, marketers know that the customer will
share his experience, either good or bad, and, very likely, provoke word-of-mouth.
Evolution of the theory
Although this theory is stable and used for many years, the recent part of digital revolution
dedicated to wireless devices such as the mobiles and tablets has modified it. The first
moment when a customer is confronted with a product, as imagined by A.G. Lafley, is not
necessarily in stores anymore. Customers are first making massive online searches to gather
information about products or services, or about a need they have.
This new moment was coined by Google in 2011, and is called “Zero moment of truth”
(ZMOT).
As Dina Howell defines it (2011):
“The Zero Moment of Truth influences which brands make the shopping list, where shoppers
choose to buy and with whom they share the results”
Its impact on the marketers’ work is major because it changes the buying decision journey,
by adding a new battlefield before all the others. For the companies, it will add some new
types of content to handle, in addition to the rest. They have to create, organize or gather
relevant information about their products, so that the customer can read them when he
comes online. These new types of content could be, for example:
-

Blog posts or comments, so that customers can ask their questions
Social media presence on platforms like Instagram, Pinterest, etc. so that the customer who cannot
express their queries yet can find inspirational content
Youtube videos to show the product directly (“out of the box” videos, etc.), and how it works
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Promoting commitment on social media, so that a fan can act as your spokesperson, or can talk about
the product.

Appearance of the ZMOT, the new moment of truth

Source: Jim Lecinski, ZMOT

This evolution does not replace the other moments of truth: there will still be -in most casea moment of truth in stores, and another one when experiencing the product. ZMOT adds
another point of contact, well ahead. But as the new “first moment of truth”, this specific
moment will be a major decision point in the buying process. And wireless devices are
perfect tools for this ZMOT.
5.2.2. The micro-moments concept
When ZMOT witnesses the way customers are making their buying decision, another theory
-also coined by Google- emerges, explaining the new organization of searching online and
using mobile. Unlike ZMOT which is theoretical, the “micro-moments” theory is more
practical, and it gives us greats hints so as to be relevant in catching customers.
Created by Google in 2015, this concept explains that time is not lived in years anymore.
Mobile has fractured our day – and our customer journey- in hundreds of real-time, intentdriven moments. Each time we have a question or a need, or when we need an advice, we
pick up our phone in real-time and go for it. Years ago, when our internet access depended
on our desktop, we were used to waiting before making an online search. It was either you
wait for office hours, or go online in the evening. Now every need can be satisfied
immediately, in a lot of thematic: find recipes, “how to” videos to repair something, find a
restaurant, answer a question, find an image, call someone, plan next holidays, search
information, etc.
Even the biggest life projects can now be started on mobile: changing job, moving to another
city or country, starting a new life, etc. A recent study showed that 90% of smartphone users
have used their phone to make progress toward a long term goal, or a multi-step process
while “out and about” (Google/Ipsos, “Consumers in the Micro-Moment”, 2015). Mobile is
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not a complementary device answering to “small” needs anymore. It can help on every kind
of question or intent.
For companies, each of these micro moments is an opportunity to shape customer’s
decisions and preferences. Merged with the ZMOT theory, micro-moments help us to
understand the importance of catching customers on their mobile intent-driven moments,
now that everything is real-time, and mostly on-demand.
That’s a good point because more and more apps are trying to advise customers on their
mobile.

5.3.

From the customer’s perspective: what are Mobile’s new
usages?

In addition to the marketing theories and official brand communication about their products,
I found it interesting to conduct a survey dedicated to new habits: mobile use, social media,
and digital assistants.
Submitted on October 2016 to a French population sample predominantly between 20 and
40 years, I collected 106 responses, from which I will give you the key trends.
A copy of this survey is available on appendix 1.
Mobile use: The survey population seems very mobile oriented, as more than 85% of them
have a mobile phone, and 13% have even more than one phone. Tablets are also very
common, as 78% of persons own one or more tablets.
About the frequency of use, only 5% are using their mobile devices (mobile or tablet) less
than once a day. Most (62.4%) used it several times per hour.
About phone manufacturers, the main brands are logically represented, Apple being the
most cited brand (65% of mobile or tablet of respondents), then Google (31%). We need to
note that Google is more cited by smartphones owners (33%) than by tablet owners (21%).
Microsoft is also cited (3%).
Features & opinions:
A lot of features are available on mobile and tablets. We ask our panel which feature they
use, and at which degree. Here is a graph summarizing this degree of use for each capability:
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Survey: Degree feature usage, from ‘Never’ to ‘Continuously’

Source: own creation

For a better reading, features are organized in a decreasing manner based on frequency of
usage (answers “frequently” or “continuously”).
These answers lead us to several observations:
-

-

-

-

Email is still the most used feature, definitely due to its universal aspect (everyone knows how to use
it), and because these apps are preinstalled on all devices. This use has become automatic.
Features from the recent digital revolution (instant messaging & social media) are much acclaimed,
and with a high level of engagement. More than half of users are using it at least several times a day.
For apps that need to be downloaded, the result is extremely impressive.
Surf, and by implication search engines, is still very commonly used on a daily basis, even as we note it
is only the 4th most used feature.
As not all apps require continuous use, features with “occasionally” or “quite often” usages can mean
that they are, nevertheless, major features. Example: banking apps (25% of respondents are using it
occasionally).
Even without being the dominant model, each feature can have its own passionate users, with
frequent usage. Ex: Digital assistant features have not been tried as yet by half of the respondents, but
16% of people who are using it make it a daily habit. This means that the development of these uses
can accelerate.
Even though a large majority of respondents are trying all the available features at least once (the
average of respondents is using 11 different features), the frequent use of some features requires a
focus on just a few applications. In this survey, when we filter on frequent use, the average
respondent is seen using 6 different features). This suggests to us that each user chooses his favorite
applications, and then creates his own environment around it, forgetting or simply ignoring the rest.

Respondents seem to be aware of the evolution that is taking place, and they acknowledge
that the use of their device has “changed their lives” (their rating is 4.4 out of 5, which is
“totally” changed my life).
The aspects which seem to have evolved more with mobiles are “finding everything I need,
more easily”, with 94%, then “communicate more often, more easily” with 66%. We note
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that better organization and having access to more guidance and recommendations are also
important (respectively 38% and 37%).
The users’ main concern regarding these new tools is “addiction”, as cited by 77% of
respondents.
Digital Assistance
Vocal search seems to generalize, and it has already been used by 67% of the respondents.
Regarding digital assistance, 65% recall having received a recommendation from their
device. The majority followed this advice. As for future advice from their devices, users are
prepared to take it seriously, and 75% of them would have confidence (partially or fully) in
these recommendations. The main determining factor for trusting, or not trusting, these
pieces of advices would be the relevance of the recommendation (82%), and what the user
thinks about this recommendation (65%).
Survey conclusion
This survey confirmed several key contextual indicators we saw earlier: mobile screen time
obsession, use of innovative new services, and training new habits.
We see that the email feature competes with new instant services like instant messaging
and social media. If these services were to be pre-installed on devices, or if accounts were to
be created in advance (like emails from Internet service provider), we would imagine that
their uses would be widespread.
This also shows that a part of this population uses its mobile several times a day without
needing any search engine. This is a good example of modification of the classical navigation
scheme.
Although digital assistance is not a feature used in the mainstream as yet, the forming habit
is already here, and devices are already making recommendations. Addiction is a real
concern, but surveyed users seem happy about their device. They are even willing to receive
recommendations from it. The main basis for trusting these recommendations will be their
relevance, and as artificial intelligence gets better, we can anticipate that this feature will
become widely used.

5.4.

Conclusion: The race to be the earliest in the customer
journey.

We learned from these theories that consumption is not a single act, but an on-going
process, with moments before, during, and after the purchase. Moments of truth told us
that particular stimuli can guide us “before”, which is on the way to the purchase act. And
ZMOT added that the first stimulus is a particularly important one, as we will create a part of
our decision at this very moment.
Still theoretically, micro-moments have made this ZMOT even smaller. It is now a range of
fragmented moments, distributed throughout our days.
And survey showed us that a lot of people are already using their mobile platform all
through the day, reaching unintentionally their micro-moments.
So how our customer’s journey is impacted by all this? Based on all these elements, we can
think that the main “moment of truth” will be the earliest in the customer’s journey. Not
only to find the right product, but also to choose the right platform that will accompany us
every day. Some choose Facebook, other choose Instagram, or emails. Or digital assistants.
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But by using specific channels -which will promote some specific recommendations-, we
influence our next stimuli, as all our future actions as customers.
From there, the goal of each company will be to offer services that warrant everyday use.
Like Twitch that keeps its users captive, the target will be to maximize the presence of its
users, and to minimize their use of other services by providing a comprehensive platform.

6. How to handle relevant marketing strategies without
search engines
6.1.

Key issues: operational summary and proposals

We have examined in this study the overriding role of search engines in marketing
strategies: search engines, and especially Google, are the start pages of most sessions and
needs over the internet. This leadership role allows search engines to prioritize the sites to
show, and to control the navigation schemes. Although this process is not particularly visible
to the end users, it can radically change the visibility of brands. Search engines, in addition to
other sources, form the foundations of current marketing strategies geared towards
capturing customers.
We have also proven that recent developments of devices have deeply changed the way
customers are using internet. New habits are being formed around mobile use, giving
serious consideration to platforms like the social media and marketplaces. Communities on
these platforms are used to visiting their platforms, on a frequent basis, and they spend a lot
of time and information on it. Even more, they will in certain cases avoid the traditional start
page or navigation scheme, to interact only on their platform. This behavior, as is the case
on Facebook, is encouraged by the platform directly, by providing specific free captive apps.
Brands are also developing and maturing digital assistant features, which will develop these
concepts further. Using the power of search engines, with the ability to bring real direct
answers, digital assistants can gradually become the perfect copilot for every user,
preventing him from accomplishing any real research. Answers will be selected and directly
proposed by the feature. In some cases, as in Google Now, answers could even be proposed
before the user formulates his need, with the help of a predictive search.
We can anticipate that bots will certainly undergo the same type of development, but
mostly on vertical needs, as Facebook has lately been promoting it.
This set of tools will not be used by every user. However, there are great chances that each
user will make the habit of using some of the tools, based on their relevance. These new
habits will make the customers’ journey evolve in a new way. Interactions and buying
decisions will be even more fragmented, and each micro-moment in the course of the day
will be an occasion for brands to shape customer’s preferences.
We also noted from the survey that when a lot of applications are tested, only a few of them
seem to be used on a regular basis. Customers will gradually choose their favorite platform,
and they will certainly use their favorite ones before everything else. Probably they will no
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longer use anything else except their platform, as they can find a huge part of internet
within it. The main battle for marketers will, therefore, be to identify the right platform used
by their audience, and to ensure they are identified as early as possible in the customer’s
journey; first to influence his preference, then his buying decision.
Based on this executive summary, we can make the following recommendations, to build a
marketing strategy in this new environment, without relying on search engines:
-

Classic navigation scheme evolved: let’s be open to new sources
The importance of being present on specific keywords on search engines, mainly Google, will not be
enough anymore. Marketing strategies which will only use SEO and SEA to bring traffic or customers
will be less and less relevant. In question: a part of the audience will disappear from the classic
scheme “I have a need” >> “I type keywords on Google” >> “I go to the 1st website in the result page
to find my answer”.
Of course, this scheme is still used. But we will have to determine whether users are using it as a way
of discovering the brand, for reinsurance, or as a last channel conversion. This classic scheme will
become one of the channels and not the only one, and perhaps not the primary one anymore.

-

Finding the right recommendation engine for its audience
Without prejudice, a study of the selected target profile must be done, to find their favorite habits and
platforms based on socio-demographic criteria. Are they ultra-mobile with a digital assistant at their
fingertips? Are they using a specific prescriber website? Are they mainly on Facebook? This choice is
important, because like users, marketing strategies will have to focus efforts on few platforms, and
choosing the wrong platform will be a waste of time. The goal will be to find the best tools or
platforms used by its targeted audience.
How do you choose? By creating persona, for example, and having them confirmed by a user survey.

-

Recommendations will be pushed by platforms more than by marketers.
One of the biggest changes, already visible over the web thanks to customer ratings, will be that piece
of advice will be mainly pushed by platforms and users, and no longer only by marketers. On digital
assistants and more generally with artificial intelligence, these are the tools that will push
recommendations based on several criteria (we can think of habits, popularity, geographic proximity,
interest of our network of friends about it, etc.). With predictive search, the evolution will even go
further because searches will become implicit and contextual, and not explicitly written. To fit into it,
we cannot wait for the user to search for something anymore. Marketers will have to understand in
which context most users come into contact with their product, and develop content surrounding this
specific moment. It can be service (bots), content (for digital assistants), piece of advice, sponsored
action, etc.
On social media, recommendations are often pushed directly by users. So the marketing goal will be to
create content that will be shared, or which will encourage spontaneous sharing. These actions make
it necessary to step back from a direct ROI, and meet and answer needs of users well in advance.

-

Communities will add trust
We noted that users are choosing their favorite platforms. So, if they relay information about your
product on their usual platform, it means that they believe in it, and they will also share their
sentiments about it. A message shared within a community will have way more power than any
message created by the firm itself.
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Be multi-platform
Even if it would be counterproductive to try to be on every social media platform, any company will
have to be present, in a different way and perhaps with different messages, on several platforms. As
Google is not the single point of contact anymore, marketers should increase attendance, to make
sure they get in touch with a massive audience.

-

Increasing spontaneous brand recognition
As a big part of the customer’s journey is now well ahead or focused on specific channels, unaided
awareness and marketing will become a priority for any brand, and not for only big companies as it is
today. To be identified by the customer upstream in his process, perhaps before knowing his own
need, will be an opportunity to shape customer’s decisions and preferences. Like it is today for big
brands, it will first be about defining and spreading great values offered by the company and its
products (i.e. Airbnb and its motto: “experience a place like you live there”). However, with digital
technology, it will cost less than an ad at the Superbowl. You can then find growth hacking tips to
make people know about the brand (innovative and viral content, guest posts, etc.), gathering
customer reviews and creating habits so that the user have has to come back regularly, etc. The goal
will simply be to become the favorite brand for your customer.

-

Become conversational
Another big change in regard to current strategies is that new habits lead to conversational media chat, social media, digital assistants, bots, and a lot of more tools that are trying to satisfy this primary
need of consumers. If a brand wants to really satisfy its users, it will have to reduce one-way messages
(newsletters, ads, etc.), and create real conversations such as comments on Facebook, bots for
customer service instead of FAQ for example, custom text messaging, etc. As relevance will be the
core issue, ultra-personalization will be preferred, and massive ads campaigns will be abandoned.

-

Rely on the “paid media” features
Of course, the main goal of all these new platforms will be to become profitable. So, advertising
solutions are available or will be proposed in the future. Most social media platforms have evolved
and now have a “paid media” feature (Facebook, Instagram, Seloger, etc). It will be upgraded and
improved until it becomes relevant, as it is the key of their profitability. And we can predict that even
digital assistants will have these premium tools (“premium answers”?) in the future.

-

Avail free-time
As more and more brands constantly pursue users, competition is getting fiercer, and the goal of each
brand will also be to create more spare time with its user. To do so, brands could try to be the highest
upstream in the process, multiplying messages (i.e. as media do) and creating new points of contact
with each user. That is, for example, what Google or Apple are doing these days by trying to develop
“operating system for cars”. They try to create new moments between their products (digital
assistants as starting point for both) and their brand/products. Each new type of device or service can
also be seen as new points of contact: connected wears, watches, connected TV, etc.

6.2.

Setting up an operational action plan: Example in the
hospitality market

Based on the above recommendations, we can continue by setting up an example of an
operational marketing action plan. We will continue our example in the hospitality market as
seen in previous chapters. Now that we know that search engines will surely have lower
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interest in the future, how can we promote an independent hotel in Bordeaux to attract
more customers?
In the example we saw, search engines were about 65% of the traffic acquisition for this
hotel (40% SEA, and 25% SEO). It means that the evolution should be aggressive to offset
these changes.
We can make the following recommendations:
-

Generate inspiration with social media

As more and more users are looking for travel inspiration over social media, the hotel should
choose few social media platforms and be present on them. To catch an international
audience that is inclined to travel, and that is seeking visual inspiration, Instagram sounds
like a great platform. The strategy on this platform could be to share great images, from the
hotel of course and mostly from Bordeaux and around (Bassin d’Arcachon, etc.), with
appropriate hashtags. The pictures are likely to resonate and be shared worldwide, if the
right editorial tone is found.
Another complementary account on Twitter could be used to attract an audience to the
Instagram account. Whereas Instagram is mostly used to share inspirational pictures, Twitter
can be used to share content (i.e. “5 best places to see in Bordeaux”), to question followers
(“In which city are you planning to spend your next city trip?”) and even to answer them
(“Our lobby is open 24X7”). So the twitter account had better be about direct business
purpose and proposal: hotel services, typical schedule for visiting the neighborhood, special
offers, etc.
Both accounts have to be in English. This fan base will ensure future loyalty.
-

Develop the audience with paid features

The paid-media features in Instagram and Twitter could also be used to promote some
specific contents: either because this content is working well on the platform (number of
shares, likes, etc.), or when the content promotes special offers that generate direct
business.
-

Be present on digital assistants

In order to be present on digital assistants, the first action would be to continue SEO efforts
(content + technical adaptation). Indeed, apart from specific tools, digital assistants are
mostly finding their information and answers from the web. But content has to be
formalized so that assistants can understand it and use it directly. It may take different
aspects:






How-to videos: video formats can be used to answer directly to one question (“Is Bordeaux worth
seeing?”, or “Is it true that Bordeaux is a UNESCO world heritage?”). The videos have to be
uploaded on a generalist platform like Youtube, so that most digital assistants can use it.
City guides: short and structured contents can be created, still to answer specific questions (“ideas
for a weekend in Bordeaux”, or “5 places you should not miss in Bordeaux”). Contents developed
for social media can be reused.
Pictures: Infographics pictures to compare two ideas (“Spending a weekend or a whole week in
Bordeaux?”), or cities (“Bordeaux or Toulouse?”).
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Another possibility would be to ask some of the most famous digital assistant tools about an
hotel in Bordeaux, identify their source of information, and try to get to the top list.
A specific tool used by Google on its digital assistant is known as “hotel finder”. It is a vertical
feature created by Google and dedicated to the hospitality market. Google unscrambles
hotel service and availability from big marketplaces (Booking, etc.), or directly from
structured information on websites (i.e. with the booking engines Reservit or Fastbooking).
The goal is to register on these platforms and to be part of the services offered by digital
assistants.
-

Be part of marketplaces and vertical hubs

Although big marketplaces like Booking.com take a significant part of the margin, it is
important for independent hotels to be available on it too, for two purposes: visibility and
customer knowledge. Indeed, Booking is today the 1st hotel marketplace worldwide, with a
grandiose visibility. Being available on this platform allows every hotel to reach more
customers, and to be part of the Booking eco-system (41 languages, Google’s “hotel finder”,
etc.). In addition, this platform allows independent hotels to attract new customers for a
first stay, and then the hotel can work on this audience with an appropriate retention
strategy: emails, social media presence, etc.
-

Develop recommendation

A transversal tool like customer review should not be forgotten. Although it is not a direct
acquisition source, it enables an increase in conversion rate. This feature can be visible on
SEO results, social media indicators, specific tools like hotel finder, and digital assistants’
recommendations.
Another suggestion would be creating a direct bot, but for an independent hotel, this would
mean a big cost without a short term return on investment. However, for a hotel chain, it
may be worth trying this feature, so as to automate repetitive actions such as FAQ or the
availability search. You could also avail it on the hotel’s website, or on Facebook.
This example action plan shows that future operational marketing work will focus on content
and creating conversations with users, beyond creating offers and ads. It will require perfect
knowledge of the product (services, availability, etc.), as well as the digital platforms the
hotel is actively involved in. As we saw earlier, the goal will be to impact users much earlier
in their journey, so that new content becomes more about the product’s competitive
advantages (the area in our example) rather than the characteristics of the product itself.

6.3.

Interview with a digital project manager: open discussion

In order to confirm the proposals and broaden my perspective, I chose to make a qualitative
study by doing a one-to-one interview with a current digital marketing project manager, Cyril
M. who is working at the Groupe Pichet, a real estate developer. Over and above his high
interest in technology, he is used to handling traffic acquisition like SEO and SEA, such as
project management.
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The complete interview is available as a MP3 file here:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/38266444/ITW-Cyril-DBSThesis-Oct16.mp3
The goal of this interview was to confirm, or invalidate, information we saw earlier, and to
collect additional information to help formulate new assumptions.
I organized the discussion based on an open interview guide, which took broadly the
structure of this thesis.
Here are the main facts of this discussion:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Main limits of existing marketing strategies, for Cyril, are the multitude of signals: “Marketers are
using multi-channel strategies mostly to reach more customers, but not to reach customers in a better
way”.
Bots, digital assistants and vocal searches are “3 interlaced tools”, as far as he is concerned. These
technologies are the technical side of new tools which are emerging, but it is not their final aspect;
only a simple step in the process of evolution. The final feature will be seen as a service for customers,
not as a tool.
For him, the main risks associated with the adoption of these tools are data leak (tools must prove
that they can be trusted), and power limit. The learning phase requires a lot of processing power, and
it will affect the shape of the tools and their use by the general public.
A strong idea developed by Cyril is “the importance of empathy”, and that should emerge from these
tools. As brands develop the tone of their communications (aggressive, refreshing, etc.), digital
assistants should also be an image of their creators, and reflect values (formal, compassionate, etc.)
based on psychological patterns. It would become a criterion for selecting a specific tool and using it.
According to Cyril, these new tools and habits will have huge effects on customers, as “keyboards will
be for geeks in the future”. Vocal search will become the next standard.
Will this kill search engines? For Cyril, new technology will spread gradually step by step, because the
new business tools are not mature yet. Google, as a search engine, has Adwords to bring profitability,
but digital assistants do not have the profitability model as yet.
The impact on current marketing strategies is real. In his view, we “should begin to adapt customer
journey” to these new tools, and we must integrate these new habits. On the SEO side, it will become
a new trend “to consider web searches as an overall experience”. Same thing for marketers: these
new tools are a good thing, because it will “force us to intervene further upstream, and to focus -and
answer- to customers’ needs”.

This discussion has been very interesting because it has confirmed some elements
(importance of digital assistants on marketing strategies and rise of vocal searches), and it
has added some new ideas. The concept of invoking empathy with these tools seems very
relevant for marketers, and a future interesting playground. Also, the idea that search
engines will not disappear willingly because their next profitability model is still on its way to
maturity seems a relevant opinion.
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7. Conclusion
How can a brand reach a customer in his own personalized world?
Day after day, a portion of the global on-line audience is creating its own personalized
experience. The single long-time starting page, Google, is not obvious anymore.
Although search engines do not communicate about this, we can see, courtesy of Google’s
own tool, a reduction of interest, for example, in its French starting page (chart on Appendix
2). A majority is still using it, but it weakens and diversifies, thanks to new and very captive
platforms.
More than media platforms, these conglomerates fight with each other’s, to create or buy
the next big feature, or the largest audience platform. Facebook and Google are far ahead in
this battle.
Will it be a gradual disappearance of search engines? Technically, no. But visually, certainly it
will be. Internet is huge, more than ever, and we need the intelligence of search engines to
index the results and sort it smartly. But the form of search engines will surely experience a
profound change. We do not need a bar to type our keyword research in, neither a 10
results page about it. Rather, we only need 1 result - the good one.
It is likely that search engines will become more natural and closest to the most basic -and
still sophisticated- function of human nature: the conversation. In this way, digital assistants
and bots are a great evolution, and possibly the future of search engines.
For customers, these changes will perhaps be invisible as each of them will continue to use
his favorite platform. The only new feature will be that agents will provide more
recommendations on a regular basis. And the more relevant it will be, the more essential it
will become.
For brands, these changes will, on the contrary, have different implications as we saw. New
channels, new fields, even new jobs will be created… All these changes will make the
marketers’ job evolve in the next years.
Even if the heart of the matter remains quite stay the same (‘promote your product’), its
shape will evolve, thanks to the diversity of platforms and their own patterns. The
environment will become complex, where strategies will certainly be more difficult to
create. It will also be an opportunity for marketers to focus on content again, and develop
the real added value for each offer. By identifying the competitive advantage of each
product, explaining it in different formats and making it comprehensible to the platforms,
marketers will ensure the visibility of their offer.
Finally, these new habits and tools will force marketers to create more conversations and
engagements with their customers. The goal will be -as usual for marketers- to show up on
time, with the best content, on every platform the customer will use. As Woody Allen used
to say, “showing up is 80% of life”. So is marketing.
In the future, one major risk for marketers, when it comes to these new tools, could be the
loss of control on these different platforms. If the users, or AI, do not choose my product,
what action will remain to convince my users?
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Appendix
Appendix 1: French version of the survey
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Appendix 2: Interest over time (5 years), for Google as a search engine, in France
Source: Google trends for websites.
https://www.google.fr/trends/explore?geo=FR&q=%2Fm%2F0387r
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